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1. Our unique approach to designing education
2. The importance of a design thinking approach to education
3. Insights into the power of combining design thinking with critical
pedagogy in shaping education practice and research
Placing Learners at the Centre through Design in Education
Are you a Designer?
A teacher of Design?
There is, we believe, a broader rationale for engaging with design as this 
allows us to understand and make choices about our designed worlds. We 
believe this is imperative in shaping 21st Century Education. 

•  Unique mobile users increased by 5% thanks 
to 222 million  new users
•  Mobile social media users leapt  30%, adding 
581 million new users
Digital Growth since January 2016
•  The number of reported internet users is up 
by 10%, growing by 354  million
•  The number of reported social media is up by 
21%, an increase of  482 million



But more specifically design or the act (practice) of designing 
supports us in:
o creative-critical thinking, 
o opportunity & problem identification 
and solving 
o team work and collaboration
o entrepreneurial and business acumen
o resilience
o flexibility and a ‘can do’ attitude
o self-confidence
o appreciation of and ability to plan
o using mistakes and criticism helpfully
o making ideas
o communication
Our research-led approach to 
Designing Education is based on 
two guiding principles. 
Firstly that design thinking (as a 
form of critical thinking) allows us as 
educators to see beyond the 
closure of the present moment, to 
conceptualise, ideate and action
new possibilities
for learning opportunities and 
interactions, for curriculum, for 
learning spaces, for educational 
infrastructures…
We acknowledge that education is not a 
service, it is a set of complex relationships.
The tool for designing participatory design workshops for children
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‘exemplar co-design by 8 year olds’
We also draw on human-centred
design. Focusing on methods and 
mindsets that place the learner at 
the centre of pedagogy. 
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We believe that design is post-disciplinary and relational in character
in a world where…
knowledge dissemination and distribution has dramatically 
shifted
tools and technologies of production have changed
social, economic and environmental contexts demand a greater 
sense of responsibility
Becoming Critical
BUT design thinking in itself is not enough for 
educators to develop critical consciousness. 
So coupled with design thinking we draw on a range of 
key thinkers to shape our pedagogy in practice.
By looking at the continuum of learning theories from 
behaviourist to critical humanist approaches, we 
uncover contradictions, locate disjunction and critique 
dominant discourses.
In this second principle we 
understand, is that we each need a 
philosophical platform/position to 
guide our approach to designing 
education, one that supports analysis 
of, critique and (possibly) disruption of 
accepted norms/orthodoxies, be they 
cultural norms (what we might term 
doxa), norms established by those in 
power e.g. governmental (what we 
might term cultural hegemony).
Global Education Reform Movement
Professor Stephen Ball, of the Institute of Education, has commented "Pearson, the giant London based multinational, offers products and services in all areas of school practice: 
assessment, pedagogy, curriculum and management, with the aim of influencing policy to create opportunities for further business expansion. It's a very well thought-out business 
strategy." As the Global Education 'Reform' Movement strengthens its position on the global education stage it poses a real threat to high quality public education. Here is how:
The Global Education ‘Reform’ Movement (GERM) threatens the teaching profession by prioritising and imposing a business model on education.
The traits of the GERM are: competition (both between schools and teachers); test based accountability; performance related rewards; and attacks on 
teacher unions.
Education in almost every country in the world is subject to the grip of education 'reform' which is diminishing public schooling, promoting privatisation
and destroying teacher professionalism. It aims to produce a narrowly educated workforce, which can read instructions and advertisements but is discouraged from thinking 
critically about the world.
These reforms are being advocated by: the World Bank; OECD; some governments; and private corporations.
The mechanisms used to propagate GERM and infect education systems globally include: testing, technology, the weakening of teacher’s collective 
professional voice and corporate capitalism.
Education is viewed as an opportunity to maximise human capital, abandoning education’s role of creating cultural good and social cohesion. The audit 
and accountability culture of GERM takes education out of the hands of those who create it and own it (teachers, students, and the public) to develop a commodity which can be 
traded globally. Education becomes a service sector which is open to trade and investors. This view of education is about profit not people, for example developing education 
technology for capital.
In the UK the GERM is evident in: fragmentation of education provision through ‘academies’ and ‘free schools’; marketisation and competition; growth 
in standardised testing and ‘league tables’, end of the national pay framework and the introduction of performance related pay; and privatisation of education services.
Countries such as Finland have resisted the GERM an as a result, the education system in Finland is considered to be the best in the world.
“Healthy schools are resistant to GERM and its inconvenient symptoms. In these countries, teaching remains an attractive career choice for young people.” Pasi Sahlberg, visiting 
Professor of Education at Harvard University, 2012
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Theories of Learning 
Theories/Perspective s  Key concepts  
Behaviourism  Building connections between stimuli and 
responses, task analysis and 
reinforcement. Relevant to course design, 
instruction and assessment.  
Objectives, outcomes and taxonomies  The framework for course design and 
estimating levels of teaching and 
achievement. Strong links with 
behaviourism .  
Constructivism  Learners build schemata that enable them 
to construct meaning and understanding. 
Implications for teaching are to help the 
students to develop more sophisticated 
concepts through the use of discussion 
and study tasks. 
Reflection and experiential learning  Types of reflection, styles of learning and 
reflection on experience. Relevant to 
portfolios, personal development plans, 
self-assessment and related forms of 
learning.  
Critical humanist perspectives Enablement, empowerment, critical 
reflection, transformative learning, 
changing perceptions and changing 
environments. Relevant to course design, 
methods of teaching and learning and 
assessment.  
 
(Adapted from Brown, 2004)
Brown, G. (2004) How Students Learn,  A supplement to the Routledge Falmer Key Guides for Effective Teaching in Higher Education series 
The dominant discourse 
of assessment 
constructs learners as 
passive subjects. This 
Illuminates the role of 
students in assessment 
as one where they 
conform to the rules and 
procedures of others.
When these concepts are brought together, critical design thinking and 
critical pedagogy offer a platform for praxis (reflection and action) that 
seeks to empower both educators and learners, placing the human at the 
centre of everything we do
This, in essence, is what our MA Designing Education is all about.

We need tools to support educators in navigating and making decisions in a 
complex and rapidly evolving world, empowering them to work in 
collaborative, critical and creative ways that place the learner at the centre
of relevant and rewarding educational experiences that maximise social 
inclusion.
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